A study configuration of "economic portals": what is it and what the must be - a student overview.
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As everybody knows, portals are web sites that serve as starting points to other destinations or activities on the Web. Initially thought of as a "home base" type of Web page. Most major search engines and directories have positioned themselves as "portals". Often portals offer free services like e-mail or search functions with the objective of building traffic so they can generate advertising revenue and sell products.

On the other hand information economics is from category of information whether academic or commercial is used by people of society in different form. A study about way of access to information via website economics faculty of university of Tehran shows some faults:

1. Lack of enough information in homepage;
2. Overlap of some links together;
3. Lack access to online specialized source;
4. Don't active some links
5. Don't up to date.

We decide to add an economic specialized portal after this site to best. We suppose to create of portal overcome the drawbacks of this site, to pave the way for development of activities both of education and investigation. The portal includes 10 parts:

1. Introduction to library Tehran University faculty of economics and different sections of library as an information gateway for access to specialized information,
2. Basic principals of information search in print sources,
3. Basic principals of information search in electronic sources,
4. Main print and electronic sources in Persian and English language in the field economics,
5. Available information services such as SDI.
6. Major universities with world renowned economics department
7. Specialized economic databases
8. Principal economic organization of world
9. Principal economic institution of world
10. Online sources in economics